
MEMORY HOLE: USA Today buries its own report that says vaccinated
individuals have “higher levels” of coronavirus than the unvaccinated

Description

USA: After earlier reporting that people who have been “vaccinated” for the Wuhan coronavirus (Covid-
19) can still become infected with and spread deadly disease, USA Today reportedly scrubbed this
information from its website, effectively memory holing its own reporting.

The passage that USA Today removed from its coverage of the latest “guidance” from the U.S.
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) reads as follows:

“NBC News, citing unnamed officials aware of the decision, reported it comes after new data suggests
vaccinated individuals could have higher levels of virus and infect others amid the surge of cases
driven by the delta variant of the coronavirus.”

Because this defies everything that Tony Fauci, Rochelle Walensky, and every other deep state talking-
head has been saying for the past year and a half, USA Today quietly removed this sentence from one
of its most recent fearmongering pieces about the so-called “delta variant,” for which the government
wants to scare you into getting jabbed with a Trump Vaccine.

After the passage was redacted, many noticed its absence and decided to pull up archived versions
that still show it. Then the thing went viral on social media as many people pointed out USA Today‘s
deception.

In the latest version of the story, USA Today dropped the reference to NBC News and instead pointed
to the CDC’s latest recommendation that jabbed people wear a mask indoors because they could
infect others, including the unvaccinated, with a Chinese Virus variant.

“CDC Director Dr. Rochelle Walensky said new data shows the delta variant, which accounts for more
than 80% of the new infections in the U.S., behaves ‘uniquely differently’ from its predecessors and
could make vaccinated people infectious,” the new version of the article states.

“Information on the delta variant from several states and other countries indicates that in rare
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occasions some vaccinated people infected with the delta variant after vaccination may be contagious
and spread the virus to others. This new science is worrisome and unfortunately warrants an update to
our recommendation.”

Vaccinated people are “shedding” sickness onto unvaccinated
people

With Walensky’s announcement came an official CDC recommendation that all jabbed Americans
cover their breathing holes with fabric in order to keep the Fauci Flu from spreading any further than it
already has.

The CDC also wants parents to abuse their children by forcing them to wear a mask for eight hours a
day in the classroom this fall. If parents refuse to do this, then the CDC wants public school districts to
enforce mask mandates for all students who attend classes in person.

“Some vaccinated people could be carrying higher levels of the virus than previously understood and
potentially transmit it to others,” the CDC now admits.

Meanwhile, thousands of unvaccinated and unmasked illegal “migrants” are pouring across the
southern border and getting distributed by Beijing Biden to towns and cities near you – even as your
children are being told that they have to stay muzzled forever to “flatten the curve.”

“Are the vaxxed shedding spike proteins? I don’t know. But I say we quarantine them in FEMA camps
for a year just to be sure. It’s for the children,” joked one commenter at Zero Hedge.

“Trust the ever-changing science!” joked another. “Objective, reproducible reality is a social construct!
Logic is white supremacy! Never trust yourself!”

Many others offered similar commentary about the current insanity, noting that the injections reduce
rather than boost people’s immune systems. Not only that, but the jabs are encouraging deadly 
pathogens to mutate, which makes vaccinated people the real threat in society.

The latest news about Wuhan coronavirus (Covid-19) tyranny can be found at Tyranny.news.
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https://www.naturalnews.com/2021-05-26-yes-covid-vaccines-are-spreading-variants.html
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